
Properties
5.3 Million Properties 
Over the course of 30 years, CoStar researchers have captured every aspect of the 
commercial real estate ecosystem, and created a vivid picture around 5.1 million 
buildings in our database.

Because, for you to work all of your opportunities, you need to know ALL the 
properties.

You can’t answer all your clients potential needs without having all the properties.  
You can’t really know true absorption without having all the properties.  You can’t 
give your clients an accurate view of market statistics without having all the 
properties.

With CoStar, you can seek out new opportunities of every kind.  Find a fully occupied 
building with a tenant scheduled to move out.  Identify an under-performing 
building that may have a need to sell. The best buildings to buy are often the ones 
that were not for sale.

1,000X More Data than LoopNet



5.3 million properties
including office, retail, industrial, multifamily  
and land

2.1 million
true owner records

57 million images  
make properties come to life online

At any given time, less than 15% of all properties 
are on the market. It is critical to get a full picture 
of the market with all the properties to accurately 
evaluate a potential transaction. Only CoStar 
provides you with a comprehensive view of the 
market to make the best decisions and source 
your next opportunity.

CoStar researchers pierce the corporate veil for 
you, saving countless hours researching buildings 
to find out who truly owns what in the market.  
With access to phone numbers, websites, e-mail 
addresses, and entire company portfolios, you are 
armed with all of the information to engage and 
solidify new business.

From the comfort of your office, you can evaluate 
every detail with your own eyes, accessing millions 
of photos, aerials, maps, floor plans, stacking 
plans and more. A picture tells a thousand words 
and CoStar’s field researchers take millions every 
year to provide you with the bird’s-eye view you 
need.

Under-construction    
tracked and updated in real time

New construction has a big impact on your deals, 
and with CoStar you will have the latest status on 
projects. From the ground to the sky, CoStar’s Field 
Research operation constantly monitors progress 
and keeps you informed so you can evaluate the 
impact on any potential transaction.


